ABSTRACT

This paper presents preliminary findings of an Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) benchmarking project to identify best practices for logistics enterprises. The results will help OCRWM’s Office of Logistics Management (OLM) design and implement a system to move spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and high-level radioactive waste (HLW) to the Yucca Mountain repository for disposal when that facility is licensed and built. This report suggests topics for additional study.

The project team looked at three Federal radioactive material logistics operations that are widely viewed to be successful: (1) the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in Carlsbad, New Mexico; (2) the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program (NNPP); and (3) domestic and foreign research reactor (FRR) SNF acceptance programs.

INTRODUCTION

The OCRWM mission is to provide safe, environmentally sound management and disposal of the nation’s SNF and HLW. Preparing for the safe transport of this material from power plants and other facilities to the proposed Yucca Mountain repository is a critical component of this mission. Applying proven, successful logistics practices to the OCRWM transportation system will help ensure system efficiency and safety, and will build public confidence in the waste management program[1].

The initial phase of this study focused on transportation program analogues to identify practices which would be the most clearly applicable to OCRWM. The Federal Government is a primary U.S. shipper of SNF and higher-radioactivity material and wastes, and the project examined three of the most prominent programs: (1) the WIPP, (2) the NNPP, and (3) the domestic and FRR SNF acceptance programs. Each of the three Federal programs has a well-established record of safety, strives for excellence in operations, and implements effective stakeholder involvement. The OCRWM transportation system must have these features as well.

The management challenge is to recognize all the components of a supply chain, then to determine how to make the pieces work together best without interfering with the productivity of the components. In “best
practice” logistics, the entire extended supply chain is examined to optimize mission-critical assets and identify process improvement opportunities. The goal for OCRWM is to adopt best practices and create a “Best-in-Class” organization that adheres to internal and external goals, both through process improvement and through an organizational culture committed to excellence.

Report Methodology

The benchmarking team’s research and examination focused primarily on the practices and recommendations of WIPP, although preliminary benchmarking conclusions have been identified based on consistency across the other organizations examined. The team visited the WIPP facility, met with senior managers, and participated in roundtable discussions for several days. Based on the WIPP research, benchmarking issues were narrowed so that NNPP and FRR research could be achieved through telephone interviews.

The team followed an adapted best practices study format described by the General Accounting Office [2], and the Department of Defense.[3] The team developed a process description and plan for implementing findings and obtained preliminary management support for the process. The team then developed a foundation approach based on existing studies and analyses. The team extensively reviewed preexisting studies and various shipping campaign documents. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] These reports focused on SNF shipping campaigns and documented the significant “lessons learned” from those campaigns. As part of this project, in August 2006, Idaho National Laboratory (INL) released Spent Nuclear Fuel Transportation: An Examination of Potential Lessons Learned from Prior Shipping Campaigns.[10] This review organized findings from DOE’s multi-year and high-visibility-single-shipment campaigns in terms of the topics which were explored in detail throughout this benchmarking study.

Benchmarking partners were identified based on the following criteria:

- Federal organizations with operating, organizational, and financial structures similar to OCRWM;
- Experience transporting SNF or radioactive waste;
- A recognized record of safe transportation;
- Successful stakeholder relations, and
- Ongoing transportation activity.

Although transportation and logistics functions encompass many different steps, this report focused on three processes that have near-term implications for OCRWM planning. The processes are:

- **Transportation Business Model**: the core processes that drive success in moving nuclear waste from sites of origin to an interim storage or disposal site (for example, technology used or management organization);
- **Contract Management/Outsourcing**: the parts of the core business processes that have been successfully executed by contractors, and how excellent performance is ensured; and
- **Stakeholder Relations**: how programs work effectively with external parties to prepare for and execute shipments.

Partner Overview

To perform this benchmarking study, the team conducted interviews with other successful partner organizations that transport nuclear waste, including WIPP, NNPP, and the FRR program. The mission and function of each program is briefly described below.
**Waste Isolation Pilot Plant**

The WIPP program transports transuranic (TRU) waste from various DOE sites across the nation to a repository in Carlsbad, New Mexico. The project is managed by the DOE Carlsbad Field Office (CBFO) and began operation in March 1999. All shipments are transported by truck, and as of November 2006, the program had conducted over 5,000 shipments, covering more than 5 million road miles. During Fiscal Year (FY) 2006, WIPP planned to conduct approximately 1,500 shipments. WIPP operations are overseen by CBFO and its Management and Operating (M&O) contractor, Washington TRU Solutions (WTS). The CBFO Office of the National TRU Program is responsible for transportation program implementation, management, and assessment. The M&O contractor coordinates shipments with the generator/origin sites and controls the waste handling facilities at the repository.

WIPP was selected for special focus as an OCRWM benchmarking partner because of similar program demands:

- The host state was recognized in authorizing legislation as having a significant participatory role in planning and oversight of the facility.
- Stakeholders in the cross-country shipments for WIPP were involved from the beginning phases of facility development in transportation planning.
- Material to be disposed of at WIPP consists of TRU waste, which requires special packaging, transportation casks, and (depending on the material) remote handling or special security arrangements, much like SNF.
- State regional groups and other stakeholders that interact with DOE on transportation issues have repeatedly identified WIPP as a model for stakeholder relations.

**Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program**

The NNPP, which has operated since the 1950s, provides cradle-to-grave nuclear fuel management for the U.S. Navy’s nuclear-powered fleet. As part of this mission, NNPP is responsible for shipping SNF from nuclear-powered submarines and aircraft carriers refueled and defueled at naval and commercial shipyards to NNPP’s Expended Core Facility (ECF). ECF is part of the NNPP’s Naval Reactors Facility currently operated by Bechtel Bettis, Inc., at Idaho National Laboratory near Idaho Falls, Idaho. On average the program ships about 10 spent nuclear fuel casks a year by rail in 3 to 4 trains. This rate can double when an aircraft carrier is being refueled or defueled (about every 3-4 years currently). NNPP has a comparatively “flat” organization structure where the primary managers report directly to the Program Director (currently, Admiral Kirkland H. Donald). Some comparisons between NNPP and OCRWM are:

- While OCRWM will be shipping most of the material to be disposed of at Yucca Mountain, NNPP is responsible for shipping Navy spent fuel from shipyards to ECF; and eventually from ECF to Yucca Mountain.
- The number of shipments (casks) that NNPP executes (typically 10 or fewer annually) is significantly smaller than the expected number for OCRWM (possibly several hundred annually).
• All shipments for NNPP are done by rail, which will be the mode for most OCRWM shipments.
• NNPP shipments are classified national security shipments, limiting stakeholder communications, while most OCRWM shipments will have less restrictive security requirements.
• From the inception of the program until the mid-1990s, there was not a proactive spent fuel shipment outreach effort, but external stakeholder relations since that time have grown and are continuously advancing, as necessary.

Research Reactor SNF Acceptance Programs

The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) is responsible for the FRR SNF Acceptance Program. The current program was initiated in 1996 and as of November 2006 had completed 34 shipments, which includes 7,150 SNF assemblies. The FRR program oversees the logistics of accepting spent fuel in foreign countries, and shipping fuel to the SRS in South Carolina. Depending on the country of origin, DOE may be the shipper of record, or may assist the reactor’s logistics agent in conducting the shipment as a Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensee. Overseas shipments enter the United States primarily through the Naval Weapons Station—Charleston, South Carolina (NWSC). Most of the fuel is stored at SRS, but one fuel type - Training, Research, Isotope, General Atomics (TRIGA) fuel - is transshipped from SRS to INL for storage. Shipments from SRS to INL are managed by a separate organization –DOE/EM – using DOE/Office of Nuclear Energy (DOE/NE) staff resources at INL. Like the NNPP, the FRR program is a relatively “flat” organization from a management standpoint. The SRS and INL sites also accept SNF from domestic research reactors operated by universities and other Government programs.

The FRR SNF Acceptance Program business model has useful similarities to OCRWM logistics planning, such as:

• Overland, FRR shipments are primarily by rail to SRS, but also include truck shipments to INL (one shipment to INL via rail has taken place from Concord, California to INL).
• Intense State and local interest (which involved litigation) shaped the program’s planning and regulatory framework.
• Acceptance of SNF involves complex international agreements, contract agreements, and cooperation with reactor sites operated by a broad variety of commercial or national entities.
• Loading and shipping activities are usually conducted by commercial logistics companies.
• Shipments are regulated by NRC and also under internal DOE regulations.
• Most FRR shipments are non-Category I shipments (e.g., not “national security” shipments).

LOGISTICS PROCESS OVERVIEW

Transportation functions at partner organizations – narrowly considered to include shipping of material on highways and railways – are not systematically separated from primary supporting equipment
management, or from activities at the originating sites, the destination sites, transfer points, or operations management centers. These activities are all viewed as part of a comprehensive logistics enterprise.

BENCHMARKING RESULTS

Business Model and Organization

Objectives

The project team attempted to identify common elements of the partner logistics organizations and, where appropriate, to recognize general management practices that appear relevant for OCRWM planning. The business model analysis suggests areas of common success and areas of common concern, both of which can provide insights for OCRWM planning and future study.

Findings

Extend Logistics Teams to Include Origin and Destination Sites

OCRWM identified the personnel and organizations that specifically carried out responsibilities for shipment of radioactive materials from an origin site to a destination site. The “logistics team” as described here may include personnel from different programs or offices, but in successful logistics projects, the interfaces among different elements are reduced or eliminated - cooperation in logistics planning and operations is seamless.

The key functions of the logistics team, as a whole, are similar across organizations:

- Coordination with origin site preparations and loading;
- Scheduling;
- Acceptance at origin and destination site;
- Authorization to ship from origin site;
- Managing shipping through commercial carriers;
- Maintaining availability of casks and carriers (possibly through third-party vendor);
- Enroute tracking and communications;
- Security and emergency response;
- Coordination with unloading at destination site; and
- Stakeholder relations.

Integration with origin and destination site functions is an essential aspect of the logistics team. Logistics managers’ and site managers’ responsibilities frequently, and sometimes purposely, overlap. The project team found that some logistics managers set facility design requirements and operating requirements to ensure that turnaround times for shipping containers are reliable. Logistics managers or their designees perform onsite evaluations and inspections to determine site conditions and preparedness, whether sites are Federal sites or commercial facilities in foreign countries. These functions are integral to success, although they are outside the traditional purview of transportation.
Logistics team interactions with origin and destination sites are critical to the ability to manage transportation logistics reliably. At sites where spent fuel loading or unloading is not the critical driver of the site’s primary mission, there may be scheduling delays, or there may be difficulties meeting all the receiving sites’ requirements. Unloading and cask turnaround at a destination site for NNPP or FRR is a 4-to-6 week process, due to the ever-present potential for shifting site priorities to affect schedules (waste receipt and storage is only one of several missions at these sites). The impact on logistics is that casks and other transportation equipment may be delayed at the site, affecting scheduling of future shipments. For FRR, this results in direct costs for cask lease and labor. NNPP factors the turnaround time into cask acquisition/inventory requirements, and is constantly evaluating unloading practices at ECF for process improvement.

At WIPP, the destination site has a unified disposal mission, and the rate of disposal is directly linked to reliable and timely delivery of waste through the logistics team. WIPP’s Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) disposal permit originally placed strict limitations on the numbers of loaded packages that could accumulate at the site at any given time, and sometimes the logistics manager has had to adjust arrival times for en-route shipments. This limitation has been removed with a recently approved permit modification issued by the state of New Mexico. By intensely focusing on unloading and turnaround of equipment, WIPP can reliably meet increased throughput goals and schedules for pick-up at origin sites. However, WIPP does not control schedules at origin sites and delays may occur there.

Generally speaking, origin site logistics responsibilities for the programs examined include:

- Origin site preparations, including scheduling onsite equipment such as cranes;
- Waste characterization;
- Loading;
- Package characterization; and
- Providing information regarding need and appropriate time for pick-up.

These findings suggest OCRWM should focus on optimizing loading and unloading at sites, and not solely target improved transport times as the key driver for equipment inventory management. Days or weeks might be saved in improved loading/unloading processes; considerably less time might be saved in expedited transport times. Partner organizations recommended that OCRWM have good planning and design interfaces between logistics and the repository, and initiate and test detailed processes for scheduling and executing loading practices at different commercial reactor sites.
Build Multidisciplinary Matrix Teams

In all the studied organizations, logistics are managed through matrix teams. The teams are small, including two to four primary managers who interact with sites, contractors, carriers, and stakeholders. The team members are very close “hands-on” managers of the interfaces—these interactions are not delegated to site M&O contractors. Overall leadership of the team, and the degree to which the team leaders assume overall direction and control, varies among organizations studied.

WIPP has the most centralized and transparent logistics organization. Logistics is one of only two facility operations divisions; the other is the Office of Site Operations. The logistics and transportation function is the responsibility of the Office of the National TRU Program.

NNPP personnel strongly recommended that clear lines of authority and responsibility be established and responsible managers be required to partner and collaborate to optimize the entire spent fuel shipment transportation logistics network. At NNPP, one manager carries out the transportation logistics responsibilities; other officials also have responsibility for site interfaces and overall cradle-to-grave responsibility for managing the fuel. The NNPP logistics operations manager conducts day-to-day activities and detailed planning and scheduling, carrier interactions, stakeholder relations, safety and emergency response. Contract support is provided primarily by one entity (Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory), which exists for the sole purpose of supporting NNPP.

The FRR SNF Acceptance Program centralizes its logistics to some extent by working closely with field oversight of logistics contractors or contractor teams. The Federal team that carries out the program is matrixed from a variety of organizations, including the lead organization, NNSA-OGTR Headquarters; the NNSA-OGTR manager located at SRS; the INL FRR logistics manager who is a DOE/NE employee, and supporting services from DOE/NE.

FRR Acceptance Program interactions of a policy nature are coordinated by NNSA Headquarters with the Department of State. Logistics arrangements, however, are handled at the field level. Under the U.S. fuel acceptance policy, reactors from high-income countries (such as Japan and Germany) are responsible for contracting with logistics agents to ship as NRC licensees on their behalf. For shipments from other countries, DOE uses task order contracts, and the shipment is performed under DOE authorities. Although the regulatory structures are different, all shipments are executed in essentially the same way. Assessment of the waste characteristics and facility requirements of the foreign reactor is handled by the DOE receiving site. Initial stakeholder interactions were contentious, but DOE has established strong relationships with local officials in South Carolina and Idaho. Field logistics managers at each site work directly with the States in which they are located for communications, notifications, routing, and planning for normal and off-normal operations. Over time this has built a solid foundation for stakeholder-DOE interactions.

Keep Logistics Management Hands-On and Delegation Chains Short
Within the programs studied, overall management responsibility for logistics is generally delegated to a senior official who has hands-on responsibility for determining related design and interface requirements, overseeing loading and unloading at origin and destination sites, and managing shipping containers. This is because loading, unloading, equipment availability, and equipment turnaround times dominate the logistics system operating requirements. This person typically has some latitude to “speak for the program” on logistics matters. Thus, when problems arise and decisions need to be made, the organization can respond rapidly and effectively.

Day-to-day logistics operations are also a centralized leadership function, focused on shipment scheduling, arranging and monitoring transportation services, stakeholder relations, and shipment tracking. Execution of logistics requirements, set by logistics managers, at origin and destination sites, are local site functions. Other functions, such as regulatory compliance, security, and emergency response, require greater coordination at multiple levels and generally have greater Headquarters involvement.

Extensively Pilot-Test and Refine Plans, Equipment and Operations

Every program studied performs testing and inspections of its packaging, vehicles (trailers and rail cars), and response systems. Emphasizing a commitment to hands-on equipment testing and inspection, NNPP officials quoted Admiral Rickover, “you get what you inspect, not what you expect.” NNPP noted that its spent fuel casks and railcars are designed, manufactured and evaluated as a transportation system for optimal rail dynamic performance and mechanical worthiness in accordance with Association of American Railroads standards.

WIPP explained that it had significant issues with its trailers when operations commenced. The original trailer designs that were used experienced cracks after relatively low mileage when transporting only two TRUPACTS on a trailer versus the normal three per trailer. More extensive road testing prior to startup might have revealed this problem sooner. Instead, WIPP had a fleet of trailers that required modifications and expensive repairs on the road and during routine maintenance at the WIPP site. The design and procurement of new trailers was time consuming and required additional resources.

WIPP recommends purchase of prototype canisters and vehicles early, then an extensive testing process, accumulating operating experience over all types of road and railroad operating conditions. Additionally, the interfaces with the shippers or generator sites should be tested.

WIPP purchased the first trailers with TRUPACTs in a “package deal” from the cask fabricator. The trailers were fabricated to normal commercial practices and were used in a slightly different manner than originally designed. The trailers were originally designed for use with three TRUPACTs and then were used extensively to haul only two TRUPACTS due to payload weight limitations. WIPP recommends that trailers and rail cars should be designed by and purchased from fabricators specializing in this equipment and that an auditable QA program be required and appropriate QA standards and checks be applied. New WIPP trailers were procured to stricter standards and design verification standards.
WIPP representatives recommended the complete origin-to-destination logistics network be tested. Testing is needed for procedures for operating new shipping equipment and for regulatory compliance, as well as for the equipment itself.

WIPP representatives said that origin sites can overestimate their ability to ship early in the process. All the requirements of the origin and destination sites’ Safety Analysis Report and the Certificate of Compliance must be met or the site will not be able to load. First-hand verification of waste characteristics by the waste acceptance organization is necessary, thereby avoiding casks arriving at the origin site carrying an unacceptable waste form, only to be turned around and sent home unloaded.

Before opening the facility for operations, WIPP developed a demonstration program including prototype casks which was focused on stakeholder interactions, emergency response preparedness, and public education. In retrospect, WIPP determined the demonstration program could have been even more effective with the following improvements:

- Adequately testing the equipment under routine and continuous operating conditions;
- Providing sufficient repetitions of waste verification and TRUPACT loading processes at the sites;
- Notification procedures for an in-transit emergency, and the joint information center response; and
- Addressing the possible need to reverse shipments due to unexpected rejection of waste at WIPP.

Finally, WIPP recommended that OCRWM consider planning extensive operational readiness reviews with utilities.

*Develop and Manage to Comprehensive Transportation Plans*

All successful programs developed detailed transportation plans and followed them. The plans themselves had intrinsic value in helping to focus discussions and negotiations between programs and stakeholders. WIPP in particular uses a transportation plan framework for documenting stakeholder agreements and planning operations, and carries out a fairly transparent update and periodic review process for the plan. Transportation planning frameworks established by DOE/EM and documented in the *DOE Radioactive Material Transportation Practices Manual*, DOE M 460.2-1, and by benchmarking partners should be examined in more detail for applicability to OCRWM.

*Integrate New Developments in Tracking and Emergency Technology*

The WIPP, FRR, and NNPP programs agree that technology developments have played a vital role in transportation management, as well as in continuity planning for waste shipments. These programs all monitor their respective shipments based on individual needs of the program, and provide planning information such as weather developments and forecasts.
TRANSCOM and telephonic communications systems are the primary tools by which WIPP communicates with its carriers. TRANSCOM is a tracking and communications system used to monitor the progress of various unclassified “high visibility” shipments such as spent nuclear fuel and high level waste. Shipment information is made available through devices on vehicles and satellite relays. Authorized TRANSCOM users access the system by computer and connect to the TRANSCOM website through the Internet. The TRANSCOM system is operated by a service contractor at the CBFO in Carlsbad, New Mexico, and is supported through the satellite and communications systems of QUALCOMM©,11 which is located in San Diego, California. QUALCOMM© maintains backup systems in other parts of the country in case of emergency situations. In the event that TRANSCOM equipment fails, backup procedures exist. Backup servers for TRANSCOM are also being established in a separate geographical location.

Because the FRR program sometimes manages the logistics of accepting spent fuel in foreign countries as well as U.S. shipments, the program utilizes two notification technology systems: TRANSCOM and Purplefinder©.12 The TRANSCOM system is used primarily for land shipments, while the commercially-available Purplefinder© system is used for overseas shipments. Purplefinder© is a powerful Web-based service that provides a highly effective way of automatically tracking vessel movements in real time.

NNPP’s spent nuclear fuel national security shipments require the security features of the classified SECOM tracking system, which is used for DOE special nuclear material and classified shipments and which is managed by NNSA’s Office of Secure Transportation in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

All three programs also use voice communications over common carrier systems for primary real-time contacts with stakeholders and carriers, including emergency notifications. Information regarding on-the-road weather and road or rail conditions, needs for assistance, and potential or actual emergency events is primarily provided by shipment drivers or escorts and local or railroad police.

*Consider Quality Assurance Impacts of Cask Certification Inside the OCRWM Logistics System*

Although the WIPP repository is regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and not by the NRC, WIPP found that its responsibilities as a user of NRC-certified casks bears significant compliance impacts. Ensuring that DOE origin sites and cask manufacturers meet NRC QA requirements is a WIPP responsibility that may also impact OCRWM.

Throughout WIPP operations, various programs for QA were in place through DOE requirements, vendor or contractor practices, contract requirements, and NRC or EPA requirements. The overall lesson learned at WIPP was not to assume that the appropriate standard for QA is being applied, or that the QA being applied will adequately meet or interface with other QA requirements in a complex hierarchy.

Despite WIPP’s general exemption from NRC licensing, in 1992 it became clear to the WIPP program that a portion of the WIPP transportation system was going to be heavily affected by NRC requirements for packaging. The WIPP Land Withdrawal Act, Section 16 (LWA) (Public
Law 102-579, as amended) required that TRU waste be transported to WIPP in packages: “(1) the design of which has been certified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; and that have been determined by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to satisfy its quality assurance requirements.” As a result of the LWA, the transportation packaging used by WIPP must be designed, fabricated, assembled, and tested under a QA program approved by the NRC. Although WIPP cask vendors must obtain NRC certification for the casks, the WIPP DOE-CBFO is registered with the NRC as the user of the NRC-certified packaging. The CBFO is responsible to NRC for ensuring the packaging is used in accordance with the certificates of compliance issued by the NRC under QA programs that meet NRC requirements. To ensure that all NRC packaging requirements are met, WIPP conducts periodic audits of DOE users, including DOE origin sites and shippers. In addition, oversight is provided by the CBFO to confirm that cask fabrication and the completed packages meet the requirements of the NRC.

Currently, the WIPP program uses four NRC Type B approved packages, the HalfPACT, TRUPACT-II, CNS 10-160B, and the RH72B. An additional packaging is in development. WIPP personnel monitored the fabrication of the TRUPACT-II and HalfPACT casks, and conducted QA inspections and audits of the fabricators to ensure that all work was performed in accordance with their NRC-approved QA programs. WIPP provided onsite oversight 7 days a week, 24-hours-per-day, as required. Specific hold and witness points were incorporated into fabricator work plans that required DOE-CBFO representatives to be present to observe critical testing and design compliance measurements. WIPP personnel also reviewed all fabricator non-compliance reports.

The NRC certificates of compliance for the WIPP packaging also include payload requirements that require shippers to know characteristics of the material or waste being shipped and how the packaging is used and maintained. All these operations must be conducted under QA programs that are equivalent to NRC-approved programs. Over the life of the packaging, WIPP must be able to show that the packaging meets the NRC certificates of compliance. This can only be accomplished through the implementation of appropriate controls and verified with appropriate oversight.

WIPP experience has been that DOE origin sites have underestimated the time and resources required to establish programs that meet the rigor required to comply with the regulatory permits issued and the transportation requirements. Shipments were not ready as scheduled. This meant that the initial throughputs at DOE origin sites were much lower than anticipated, and transportation resources were under-utilized. Shipments should be scheduled only after a site has exhaustively demonstrated that they can meet all requirements. Scheduling is simplified if a backlog of compliant and properly packaged material or waste is available for shipment.

In order to ensure compliance with the NRC-approved packaging certificates of compliance, the implemented QA programs and operational procedures must be compliant with NRC requirements. The WIPP site found that it had to be prepared and able to meet NRC standards at all times.

The WIPP program discovered there were some advantages to implementation of NRC requirements for TRU waste packaging to WIPP. The WIPP stakeholders had greater confidence
in the objectivity and independence of the NRC and there was greater acceptance by stakeholders of NRC requirements as applied to packaging.

Additionally, WIPP must comply with Department of Transportation (DOT) requirements for shipping and manifesting hazardous waste. This includes items such as manifesting, placarding, tractor requirements, and driver requirements. The WIPP TRU waste transportation contracts have established higher standards than DOT in some areas, primarily driver qualifications. Also, WIPP has worked out specific programmatic protocols with the State, local, or Tribal governments that cover such things as communications, notifications, emergency response, and weather delays. These steps may sometimes be “extra-regulatory,” but they can offer real benefits, and operations managers should consider them.

**Contract Management and Outsourcing**

**Objectives**

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 requires OCRWM “to utilize by contract private industry to the fullest extent possible in each aspect of…transportation.” (Sec. 137(a)). Some activities remain primarily Federal, and determining essential Federal activities is an important benchmarking objective. However, outsourcing of certain functions does not absolve Federal programs from the responsibility to ensure those functions are executed appropriately. Effective Federal logistics programs use performance requirements and evaluation tools, which can also serve as benchmarking objectives.

The term “contractors” is used here to include different private sector sources of products or services, which may in other contexts be referred to as “vendors,” “suppliers,” “carriers,” “shipping agents,” or other terms.

**Findings**

**Consider Federal Experience In Tailoring Outsourcing Strategies**

In nuclear waste transportation by Federal agencies, as in other hazardous or heavy materials transportation industries, certain functions are commonly outsourced:

- Carrier services - carriers generally provide the shipping vehicle and drivers, but shipping programs often own customized equipment such as trailers and shipping containers;
- Manufacturing of shipping containers and ancillary equipment; and
- Shipment tracking information technology and services.

Functions that are not normally outsourced by the programs studied include:

- Responsibility for safety, security, and reliability of logistics system (compliance or execution activities are commonly outsourced, while oversight and performance accountability are Federal);
• Responsibility for design and performance requirements for mission-critical equipment and services;
• Primary interface of logistics with origin and destination sites, and for agreements and contracts;
• Primary Federal emergency response interface;
• Stakeholder relations: primary contact with Government or Tribal representatives (although many programs have extensive contractor support); and
• Authorizing initiation of shipment.

Maintain Strong Control of Mission-Critical Assets and Functions

Tendencies to outsource reflect the mission and structure of the Federal agencies involved. NNPP developed under unique circumstances, which continue to influence its program execution today. When the Navy began its nuclear reactors program, it had to have absolute security and confidence in the quality and precision of its system components, procedures, and people; for this reason, the program outsources comparatively few functions and services. A couple of longstanding, dedicated, cost-reimbursement contractors provide various specialized support services. On the other end of the spectrum, the FRR program is a decentralized organization with infrequent shipments and relies on commercial suppliers for most offsite activities and equipment. For mission-critical elements, FRR uses either in-house control or close contract management is to prevent system disruptions. Mission-critical elements normally include:

• Shipping containers and related customized vehicles such as trailers;
• Equipment design, testing, and inspection;
• Equipment maintenance; and
• Carrier availability.

Organizations with closer control over casks and carriers have fewer difficulties with scheduling pick-ups and overall reliability. Control is increased through ownership, through vendor contracts with detailed performance specifications and evaluation, and through dedicated resources that are obtained through exclusive vendors. Control is reduced when carriers or casks are provided by subcontract through another logistics organization.

For mission-critical elements, the partner programs studied trended toward having closer control over contracts, contract terms and performance; shorter or staggered contract periods; and closer relationships with contracting officers (onsite or part of program line management). Commercial SNF transport is a relatively low-demand, complex endeavor with high costs of entry and comparatively few participants. These services could be considered a partial “market failure,” as evidenced by high volatility in costs, high overhead rates, and poor substitutability of services. At WIPP, FRR, and NNPP, DOE (not the site M&O contractor) deals directly with the entity providing the transportation. Federal contracting and traffic management specialists are key members of the logistics team. Dedicating casks, trailers, and vehicles to the logistics organization, and providing controlled maintenance through a consistent organization, contributes positively to equipment reliability, whether or not the equipment is owned or functions are outsourced. However, these desirable features also add to overall system cost.
WIPP and NNPP own their shipping containers and the customized trailers and railcars. WIPP contracts with the carriers to ensure trailers are maintained to a single, high-quality standard, which ensures interchangeability (i.e., a carrier cannot refuse to use a trailer because it isn’t “theirs”). NNPP owns casks and rail cars that are managed and maintained as a single unit. Rolling stock periodic/preventive maintenance is provided through special arrangements with Union Pacific Railroad located in Pocatello, Idaho, near the Navy’s receiving site.

The FRR shipments are comparatively less frequent, and the overall schedule cannot always be predicted with certainty, which is part of the reason the program contracts out most equipment and carrier services. Although the FRR program has avoided procurement costs related to seldom-used specialty equipment, the relatively small number of service providers, and the small global inventory of spent fuel shipping casks, together with low volume and low scheduling predictability, has resulted in high overhead costs. The current worldwide fleet of suitable casks is relatively small, and package availability is an important cost and schedule reliability factor.

**Stakeholder Relations**

**Objectives**

The team looked closely at DOE programs which have adapted their communications processes to meet the needs of their stakeholders and the public. OCRWM’s goal is to identify successful best practices of recognized top stakeholder communications programs and incorporate the best principles, techniques, and tools they used.

The key objective is to establish a mutually beneficial relationship with stakeholders – particularly with State, Tribal, and local governments – to advance reliable, safe operations. A foundation of these relationships is trust, which the benchmarked activities are intended to promote.

As each program’s stakeholder processes have matured, activities and stakeholder interfaces have become more routine, even with regard to rapidly changing issues such as security and contingency planning. This relatively good overall coordination has not, however, always been the case. At one time or another, each program experienced times when shipments were effectively halted due to opposition from a State, local, or Tribal government. Stakeholder relations are not just an indication of functioning relationships among governments; poor relationships can have immediate and substantial operating costs.

**Findings**

**Focus on Safety as the Basis for Relationships**

The importance of external stakeholder relationships is illustrated by the evolution of NNPP stakeholder relations. Early on, NNPP conducted its national security shipments in accordance with all applicable Federal regulatory requirements without the level of external stakeholder engagement it now practices. External stakeholder relations were developed to ensure continuation of operations after State and Tribal government actions in Idaho halted shipments in the early/mid-1990s. At that time, NNPP began to actively participate in DOE’s spent fuel
management environmental impact statement including engaging in spent fuel transportation outreach activities. Since then, this outreach effort has matured and enhanced NNPP’s transportation operations, in large part by focusing stakeholder relationships on real, not perceived, safety issues. NNPP’s current accident exercise program helps ensure that State, Tribal, and local civilian emergency services organizations understand Navy spent fuel shipment operations, the low risk and extreme safety of the shipments, and how to effectively coordinate emergency response to an accident involving a shipment.

DOE transportation organizations follow the Department of Homeland Security and other Federal policies in recognizing local police and emergency services providers and State highway and transportation planning organizations as the first line of response for national security, natural emergencies, and highway safety. States’ interest in security has intensified since the terrorist attack of September 11, 2001. All organizations studied devote substantial resources to maintaining effective interfaces with stakeholders, and support emergency response training and exercises.

Special efforts are required to ensure State, local, and Tribal government involvement during rail shipments. Rail corridors and stops are private property and access is limited compared to highway shipments.

Safety is also the benchmark for public communications. WIPP notes that public messages must be consistent, unified, and focused on partnering to make safe and uneventful shipments. WIPP works to ensure that DOE, contractors, drivers, and State and Tribal partners carry the same message and that the program gives the partners all the information they need to understand how the safety partnership works.

*Make Cooperative Shipment Planning the Rule, Not the Exception*

Analysis of lessons learned reports from decades of radioactive waste shipments shows that stakeholder participation in shipment planning is one of the primary issues of concern to stakeholders, and establishes effective planning tools for operations. Each organization studied for benchmarking has involved stakeholders in development of some version of transportation planning.

Through its shipment accident exercise program, the NNPP validates with State, Tribal and local emergency services organizations the NNPP transportation emergency planning. The NNPP’s planning covers communication links between the shipper (the, NNPP), carriers (the railroads) and civilian emergency response teams (State, Tribal, and local).

WIPP involves stakeholders in planning a broad range of program activities, including acquisition. WIPP representatives said that years of intensive cooperation resulted in program documents that were instrumental in creating smooth operations from the beginning of WIPP shipments, and that remain fundamental to current operations. Those planning documents include:
• The *Disposal Decision Plan*, a roadmap to the key steps leading to WIPP operations, including both onsite and transportation plans. Significant tasks and decisions leading to repository operations were reported at State Regional Group and Tribal meetings, and stakeholders were given opportunity to comment;
• The *WIPP Transportation Safety Program Implementation Guide* (the “PIG”), a set of operating expectations negotiated with Western states that were later adopted by other regional organizations;
• The *WIPP Transportation Plan*, for which affected States prepared procedures for implementing their own functions under the PIG, and which continues to function as a planning basis that is modified by mutual agreement of States and WIPP; and
• Routing strategy plans and shipment preparations that were coordinated through the regional and Tribal meetings related to the Disposal Decision Plan.

WIPP discussed with States and Tribes their issues related to shipments and emergency response. States and Tribes also wanted to provide input regarding scheduling of shipments (i.e., during holidays and special events) and constraints such as availability of inspectors and emergency response personnel. In some states, such as Illinois and Colorado, legislation requires inspections.

For FRR, the State regional groups convene States affected by FRR shipments to review plans and operating procedures and provide information.

One FRR official noted that while including stakeholders in operations planning can add time and resource requirements, one result is greatly increased confidence that any reasonably predictable contingency has been prepared for. Conversely, lack of preparedness, and the resulting consequences, can be extremely expensive. Initial long-term program planning included stakeholder contributions through town meetings and regional groups. Current planning processes are conducted through regional groups, and primarily with South Carolina and Idaho, the States where the receiving sites are located.

*Build Relationships Using Training, Demonstrations, and Exercises*

Of the practices and tools available to enhance stakeholder relationships, organizations studied agreed that transferring experience through training, technology and process demonstrations, preparedness exercises, and training are the most effective.

Emergency response training is a well established Federal activity that is supported through Department of Homeland Security, DOT, Department of Defense, and DOE programs. A primary recommendation for training was to coordinate with existing Federal emergency response training to avoid inconsistency or duplication. DOE stakeholder programs have benefited from integration with WIPP programs. Over time, WIPP and other DOE programs, such as the Transportation Emergency Preparedness Program (TEPP), have worked to make training content and delivery more consistent and, where appropriate, incorporate them into States’ hazardous materials response training programs.
WIPP recommends demonstration of equipment capabilities by doing “road shows,” using an actual (unloaded) shipping cask to show stakeholders what the cask looks like and how it functions as a robust system. This helps communicate and reinforce the transportation safety message. The cask demonstration program at WIPP was also tied to technical testing and development that is important to WIPP cask acquisition planning. (See discussion in Section 5.1.2.4.)

Approximately every other year since 1996, NNPP has coordinated a highly structured spent fuel shipment accident exercise. These exercises have been well attended by representatives from State and local governments and emergency response organizations. The exercises involve a complete rail consist (locomotive, buffer cars, cask car with empty cask, and escort car) involved in a grade crossing accident with simulated injuries and radiological concerns by passersby. The objectives are to familiarize attendees with the shipping cask characteristics and shipping practices, exercise interactions between NNPP shipment escorts and railroad personnel and State and local responders, allow evaluation of simulated accident responses by government agency representatives, and exercise accident communications links. A consistent stakeholder takeaway from the exercises has been the inherent safety of radioactive material/spent nuclear fuel transportation in the formidable, robust Type B shipping casks. Nuclear myths are dispelled, and an understanding is gained that nuclear spent fuel transportation is not unusually risky and can be accomplished safely. The most recent NNPP accident exercise was held October 12, 2006, in Kenova, West Virginia, and involved over 100 participants and observers.

Participants in NNPP shipment accident exercises are involved in meetings beginning approximately 9 months prior to the date of the event. Six months in advance, the group has a planning meeting where event scenarios are developed. Three months prior, a “Table Top” exercise takes place where some role playing is carried out and scenarios are refined. Approximately one month prior to the event, there is a participants-only “dress rehearsal.” There is also a run-through of high level communications links developed and discussed during the Table Top. On the final exercise day, observers attend from throughout the region where the accident exercise is conducted. Participants include role players as local residents and news media. Local police and fire teams assume incident command. Railroad operational and recovery personnel participate in the incident command. NNPP and State radiological health personnel conduct radiological surveys. “Real-world” media are invited to the exercise to report on the exercise. These real-world media reports provide an opportunity for local citizens to learn about Navy spent fuel shipments.

Over the course of several years, WIPP designed and implemented a comprehensive transportation demonstration program. Through coordination with the states and tribes, the CBFO developed an outreach program for stakeholders. The objectives included:

- Demonstrate the operational readiness of the WIPP procedures,
- Demonstrate the readiness of the carriers,
- Participate in readiness exercises with the States and Tribes,
- Verify the training of the State and local emergency responders, and
- Demonstrate to the elected officials and public the robustness of the system components.
To start the demonstration program, WIPP acquired “road show” trucks with demonstration TRUPACT-IIs, which were originally fabricated as actual packagings but were rejected because they did not meet NRC specifications. The drivers were specially selected and trained to meet with the public and elected officials and to answer questions about safety and truck operations. The public and elected officials were able to assess the casks and watch a demonstration of the TRANSCOM tracking system. Other key components included:

- The States took the lead role for scheduling and conducting meetings with their elected officials and their citizens.
- WIPP developed and presented emergency responder training and conducted exercises of the State/Federal response systems. Emergency medical, State response planning and development, and risk communications training was also provided to the States and Tribes.
- WIPP made “dry runs” before making actual shipments. All the players (DOE, carrier, States, and Tribes) became familiar with their roles and the roles of the other players. Where appropriate, modifications were made to the plans and procedures and then retested.
- WIPP repeated the same steps before shipping on new routes.

*Work through Well-established Stakeholder Networks*

Experience at DOE sites includes decades of interaction, negotiation, and sometimes litigation between Federal programs and governmental and nongovernmental organizations. Resulting written agreements and well-established professional relationships have formed the foundations of mutual understanding concerning hazardous, publicly sensitive, or changing facility functions. Spent fuel and nuclear waste shipping operations involving DOE sites recognize and rely on these established frameworks.

State regional groups have served various roles as critics, advisors, and communications centers for many Federal activities, and today they are a focal point of planning and communication for WIPP, FRR, and NNPP shipping. The DOE-sponsored TEC is cited as another major stakeholder outreach forum by all three Federal programs.

Lessons learned analyses from past shipping campaigns emphasize important roles played in stakeholder relations planning by electric utility organizations where spent fuel originates. The utilities have developed close local relationships in emergency planning, and close relationships with State, local, and Tribal governments.

*Integrate Stakeholder Relations and Technical Operations*

WIPP, FRR, and NNPP manage stakeholder relations through personnel who are engaged in the extended origin-to-receiver logistics network and who have training and experience in relevant technical operations. At FRR, stakeholder relations are managed and implemented by program technical personnel, with some assistance provided by Idaho Field Office public relations staff. At WIPP and NNPP, stakeholder management and outreach is part of central logistics
management. For WIPP, during site characterization and licensing, stakeholder communication for these activities and for transportation were provided by the same WIPP staff. WIPP recommends training and updating stakeholder relations personnel in the technical execution of the program to the extent needed to act as ambassadors and negotiators for the program.

Stakeholder relations for the current FRR program are conducted by the operating personnel who carry out other planning and logistics for shipments. For FRR shipments, this means that stakeholder programs are handled by different organizations based on the final destination of the shipment. SRS and INL managers handle stakeholder relations along their respective shipping routes, with support from site public affairs offices as needed.

**Manage Commitments to Planning Partners**

Building strong working relationships with States and Tribes ensures strong partnerships on agreements and commitments to make safe, secure shipments. Programs all emphasized the importance of accurately recording and tracking commitments so all participants remember them.

Subject to the limitations and uncertainties of federal funding processes, WIPP committed to seek the provision of long-term stable funding for stakeholder preparedness efforts. WIPP noted that inconsistent funding results in loss of resources (programs and people at the State level) and trust, and the States have a hard time replacing those resources. Re-acquainting and educating new points-of-contact can add to delays.

Internal coordination is recommended to coordinate working-level agreements made between DOE and State and Tribal representatives with subsequent discussions or contacts with higher levels of management, to avoid different understandings. Senior-level involvement is sometimes necessary, but working-level solutions are usually preferable for all parties involved. Communications between States or Tribes and DOE that consist primarily of letters between a Governor and the Secretary of Energy may indicate serious problems.

Building trust in negotiating with Tribes presents special challenges, given the sociopolitical context and issues of sovereignty. Elected Tribal leaders and officials change frequently (often annually), creating challenges to long-term agreement negotiations. Two Tribes are located along NNPP routes. Relations and coordination with the Tribes is an important part of the NNPP stakeholder relations program.

**Continuity Planning**

**Objectives**

Continuity planning ensures that in the event of an emergency that has system impacts, normal business operations will be protected. Continuity planning is distinguished from vehicle-specific enroute emergency incidents and accidents. Emergencies might include hurricanes, tornados, power blackouts, and communications disruptions that affect operations service centers.
DOE Orders and Department of Homeland Security guidelines provide the foundation for continuity planning, and program-specific guidance has also been developed. Due to increased security concerns affecting NNPP and NNSA that limited the scope of off-normal event discussions, this study focused on recommendations from WIPP.

**Findings**

*Integrate Back-up Plans and Communications*

WIPP centralizes the primary communications center and support for the key logistics functions – TRANSCOM, vehicle and cask inspections, training - at the receiving site, because that is where the operations intersect.

Redundant systems for the TRANSCOM communications system, which is the primary tool for communications with vehicles and drivers, are at locations within 60 miles of the site. Additional back-up is provided through the satellite and communications systems of QUALCOMM© Inc., located in San Diego, California. QUALCOMM© maintains back-up systems for TRANSCOM at undisclosed locations in other parts of the country.

In the event the TRANSCOM equipment fails on the vehicle, drivers are to report the equipment problem via satellite or secure cellular telephone. The drivers are to report to the TRANSCOM Central Monitoring Room every 2 hours until the vehicle can be repaired or the equipment replaced. Specific procedures are described in the WIPP Transportation Plan and the PIG, and have been incorporated in carrier contracts by reference.

Administrative, scheduling, procurement, human resources and most program support functions are located at the CBFO offices in downtown Carlsbad. Maintaining continuity of these functions is addressed under DOE Notice 150, *Continuity of Operations*.

Emergency communication procedures include criteria for involving the DOE Emergency Operations Center and DOE Joint Information Center.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, SUGGESTED NEXT STEPS

Benchmarking and identifying best practices are not “one shot” activities—they are process tools for continuous improvement. This is especially true in a field like logistics, where competition and technology innovations drive constant change. This interim report should therefore be considered a “snapshot” of results to date. The project team believes these findings, while incomplete, are significant. Table I summarizes the findings of this report for the three business processes addressed.

Table I: Preliminary Logistics Benchmarking Findings/Potential Best Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Process</th>
<th>Findings/Potential Best Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Model</td>
<td>Extend logistics team to include waste origin/destination sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Build multidisciplinary matrix teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keep logistics management hands-on and delegation chains short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensively pilot test and refine plans, equipment and operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and manage to comprehensive transportation plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate new developments in tracking, emergency technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consider QA impacts of cask certification on OCRWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Management/Outsourcing</td>
<td>Consider Federal experience in tailoring outsourcing strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain strong control of mission-critical assets and functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder Relations</td>
<td>Focus on safety as the basis for relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make cooperative shipment planning the rule, not the exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Build relationships using training, demonstrations and exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work through well-established stakeholder networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate stakeholder relations and technical operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manage commitments to planning partners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For future activities, the team proposes the following:

1. Compare a detailed checklist of benchmarked findings with current OCRWM program plans.
2. Compare Federal project benchmarks with commercial logistics trends and practices.
3. Identify additional candidate benchmarking partners with logistics enterprises relevant to SNF transportation. Subjects could include elements of the Surface Deployment and Distribution Command (SDDC), other hazardous materials shippers, SNF logistics enterprises in foreign countries, or commercial logistics companies within the United States.
4. Work with WIPP, FRR, and NNPP to consider more detailed analysis of additional logistics components/factors, such as:
   a. Load and shipment planning and dynamic routing and consolidation to optimize loading efficiency, asset utilization, and carrier availability;
   b. Asset tracking, communications, and security network technology;
   c. Onsite loading and unloading process improvement; and
   d. Carrier, equipment management, and equipment maintenance contracting.
5. Examine and recommend developing tailored outsourcing solutions where specialized markets or market limitations exist.
6. Develop specific recommendations for OCRWM planning timelines based on Federal experience in acquisition and operations.
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